A new approach to quantify spatial distribution of biofilm kinetic parameters by in situ determination of oxygen uptake rate (OUR).
In order to guide the rational optimization of biofilm reactor design and operation in wastewater treatment, it is essential to comprehend the biokinetic behavior of microorganisms, especially with its depth variation, in biofilms. However, no fast and accurate methods have been established for measuring the stratification of biokinetic parameters in biofilm systems up to now. In this paper, a new approach was presented to quantify the spatial distribution of biokinetic parameters in biofilms with a result demonstration. A multispecies biofilm at endogenous respiration was subjected to a pulse of substrates at various locations. An oxygen microelectrode structurally combined with an additional micropipette for substrate injection was constructed to monitor the in situ OUR (oxygen uptake rate) by measuring the dissolved oxygen concentration with time. Based on the oxygen concentration profiles versus times at a series of substrate concentrations, the spatial distribution of biokinetic parameters, biomassyield coefficient (YH), Monod half-saturation coefficient for substrate (KH,S), and maximum specific growth rate (muH,max) were quantified. The demonstration of its utility showed that YH was within the 0.437-0.449 g (COD in cell)/g COD range, with only a slight difference and no regular change in the spatial distribution. Meanwhile, the results showed that the distribution of muH,max varied from 9.18 day(-1) at the surface layer of the biofilm to 1.69 day(-1) at the substratum layer of the biofilm with a decrease of 80% due to the reduction of biomass activity orthe diverse distribution of microbial species. Additionally, an opposite change tendency of KH,S was found, which increased from 37 mg COD/L at the surface layer of the biofilm to 45 mg COD/L at the substratum layer of the biofilm, indicating larger mass transport limitations with penetration into the biofilm. Compared with high heterogeneity in the biofilm depth, the distribution of biokinetic parameters was less heterogeneous in the horizontal direction at the same depth. In summary,the results provide experimental evidence necessary for biofilm modeling, which could not be accomplished in the past, and enable us to obtain a clearer biokinetic description of the biofilm.